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Shattered —  all communication has 
ceased and each individual is doomed 
or blessed to be the sole province of 
his realm . . . surrounded by only the 
sounds of silence in a blackened 
world . . . stripped of any external 
. . . left with only the blood circulat­
ing in the veins and the pulsation of a 
heart beat. . . MODERN MAN?
Communication is inter-change. 
We commune with another to the 
extent that he or she is open to us 
and we to them in inter-personal 
relationships or in the relation of one 
to the work of another. Openness 
is a pre-requisite; reciprocity is an 
essential. The result of this communi­
cation through openness is response. 
The response . . . listening, clapping, 
dancing, giving, weeping . . .  may take 
any movement.
In a world riddled with non­
communication, people build walls 
therefore severing the possibility of 
communion. It is the supreme irony of 
the twentieth century that in a world 
boasting mass media networks, com­
munication between and among men 
is dying. The technical equipment 
stands as a mocking symbol of man's 
personal failure to open himself to 
others and to his environment.
This issue of "Response" decries 
non-communication; it testifies to the 
existence and possibility of communi­
cation while examining the existing 
progress and problems.
Until non-communication freezes 
man's feeling, the computer thinks for 
man or the Establishment dictates 
man's actions, we, alone, must re­
spond to life, communicating through 
and to it. The Editors
Communicating
Change
by Sister M. Angela, O.S.F., Rosary Hill College President
Sister Angela
This is a time of critical need for 
communication between college ad­
ministrators and students. It is a time 
for wisdom and relevant understand­
ing of students' needs, problems and 
frustrations by administrators, and a 
time for patience with open minds 
and socially responsible attitudes by 
students. Yes, it is even a time for 
a quality that in many colleges and 
universities seems lost if not obsolete 
— mutual respect. At Rosary Hill, this 
quality has been maintained by ad­
ministration, faculty and students 
alike. Perhaps that is one reason why 
open dialogue has always been the 
method of solving problems here. 
Another reason is the in-depth un­
derstanding of the educational scene, 
its — in many ways — revolutionary 
changes now in process, and how to 
communicate in the framework of 
these changes, that is grasped so well 
by the Rosary Hill President, Sister M. 
Angela, O.S.F. Her feelings on some 
of these things were evident in her 
convocation address, excerpts of 
which follow.
A column entitled "Speculations" by Philip Scharper which appeared in the 
August-September 1968 issue of CRITIC, was summarized as follows:
"One need not have been among either the admirers or supporters of Robert 
Kennedy to realize that he had somehow brought together the disenchanted 
and the disenfranchised —  the overprivileged and underprivileged white college 
student; the black militant who started to find himself in the embers of the 
burned-out ghetto; the pundit who had all but forgotten what it was to be taken 
seriously by those in position of power."
The movements of protest or revolution (and there are many so-called among 
all segments of society, even down to the clergy and religious,) have brought 
together for the most part three elements which up to 1960, society felt safe in 
ignoring: the students, the poor and the intellectuals. In the past the students 
were safely taken care of by college authorities for four years; the poor were left 
to wallow in their own distress or to pull themselves unaided out of this same 
distress; the intellectuals, underpaid for their services, were to guard the body of 
knowledge and pass it on as such, to submissive playboys and prissy girls who in 
turn were to join the world of the employed to help maintain the status quo. 
Truly, the only free people were those who added something to the already over­
loaded body of "creature comforts."
Vice President Humphrey in his acceptance speech said that we are facing a 
"new era." Truly, he erred, because we are not facing it, we are immersed in it. 
Fortunately or unfortunately, we over 30 years of age are dismissed as fossilized. 
On the fortunate side, the idea should present a fighting challenge to us, because 
wisdom can come only through knowledge and experience, and this takes time. I 
also said "unfortunately" because some persons over 30 were not "with it" even 
when they were at the age of 18 or 20. They are not with it now. And they will 
never meet the challenge of the times because they overestimate the advantages 
of living in the past.
In his comments on the book, Young Radicals, Notes on Committed Youth, 
by Kenneth Keniston, Michael Rossman says that Keniston opens a door to 
Change with a capital "C ". He writes:
"Change is the name of our age and our culture. In creating mankind's first 
technological society whose intellect and economy are committed to self- 
accelerating technological change, we have blindly harnessed ourselves to powerful 
engines of transformation. For each new technology— the automobile, expressway,
TV, the bomb, L.S.D. —  has had the most profound and widespread consequences 
and generates new institutions and psychocultural climates. Whirl is indeed King 
—  all values and even all types of personality are exposed to early obsolescence."
I would like to stop for a moment and consider what change with a capital 
C means to us at Rosary Hill. Fortunately, we are by comparison with many 
colleges "young enough in years"  not to magnify the trauma of change when it 
is needed. Rosary Hill is in its twentieth year, so the grooves of innumerable 
meaningless traditions do not choke its growth. However, whether a college is 
young or old the threat of obsolence is always present. Our basic philosophy 





Lama Govinda shares meditation wisdom 
with audience at Human D im ensions  
lecture.
by Jeanne Pontius Rindge
The present obsession to plunge into 
outer space should be redirected in­
ward, according to the Venerable 
Lama Anagarika Govinda, head of the 
Arya Maitreya Mandala order of 
Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism. We 
should plunge into our own centers
—  and get somewhere, he told a 
Human Dimensions seminar in Sep­
tember. In so doing, we will com­
mune with the Universe.
Each of us is a magnifying glass 
which focuses the entire Universe 
within oneself, he said. For most of 
us, however, the view —  and any real 
communication with it —  is blocked 
by our own, small, selfish insistence 
upon our own separateness. Only as 
we dispel this illusion of insulation 
can we become at-one with our "sur­
round" —  and with the Divinity with­
in it.
This experience of unity can be 
achieved through the practice of 
meditation, the Lama declared from 
many years experience with Eastern 
mysticism. Part German, part Bolivian, 
the Lama has been drawn to Buddhist 
teachings since his youth and has 
spent the larger portion of his life in 
the Himalayan heights. He and his 
wife, artist Li Gotami, were among 
the last non-Tibetans to leave that 
tragedy-torn nation following the 
Chinese invasion.
There is confused thinking, the 
Lama pointed out, about the 
differences between unity and diver­
sity, between ego and individuality. 
In transcending the ego, one does 
not lose individuality, he insists. Nor 
is it necessary to deny the existence 
of the diversities —  the many "things"
—  of our world in order to achieve 
unity.
It is important, rather, to recog­
nize that matter and spirit, diversity 
and unity, are not a duality tearing 
us apart, but rather, two poles of the 
same Reality. No "thing" exists inde­
pendently of itself, but only in rela­
tion to the entire Universe, he be­
lieves. The moment we separate a 
thing from its universal background, 
we deprive it of that which permits it 
to exist. Nothing is dead. All is part 
of a living stream, a vast current 
of Life.
Each of us is, in a sense, he said, 
a small but essential cell in a larger 
organism, receiving life from it and 
performing our own unique function 
within it. As "egos" —  self-centered 
and apart— we cut ourselves off from 
the living stream (we cease to com­
municate.) As "individualities", how­
ever, we can become "selves", in­
creasingly more conscious and aware, 
and increasingly at-one with the unity 
of which we are a part. A whole 
("holy") man learns to experience the 
harmonious and rhythmic give and 
take of living energy which flows 
between this universal "whole" and 
the diverse "parts" within it.
Man stands in a unique position 
in the evolutionary hierarchy, accord­
ing to the Lama. Suspended between 
the poles of heaven and earth at 
the point where the infinite and the 
finite meet, only he can partake of 
both without an unbalanced attach­
ment to either.
Because mankind is the living 
bridge between these two poles of 
the same Reality, there is no need, 
this spiritual leader insists, to give up 
one for the other. Rather, he says, it 
is the human being's double duty„ 
not only to spiritualize matter, but 
also to materialize spirit.
The life of the Buddha, similar to 
that of Jesus Christ, is an example of 
the task —  and the solution —  which 
faces mankind. When, after arduous 
endeavor, the Buddha achieved En­
lightenment, he was tempted to keep 
his happiness to himself —  to live 
continuously in this state of bliss. His 
conscience said, "If you leave the 
world in darkness, then many will 
not be liberated." This realization 
caused him to return to the world, to 
take upon himself the sufferings of
his fellow men and, with love and 
compassion, to teach others "The 
Noble Middle Path" to liberation, en­
lightenment, universality.
Through physical, emotional and 
mental disciplines, the Buddha dis­
covered the secret of spiritualizing 
matter. By manifesting in his own per­
son the fruits of his wisdom, and by 
teaching others the techniques by 
which they, through their own ex­
perience, could do the same, he ma­
terialized spirit. So did the Christ. 
This every man may do —  to some de­
gree —  if he so chooses. It is the way 
of the "Bodhisattvas" —  the spiritual 
saviours of all the great religions — 
who having personally achieved, turn 
back to help humanity.
What is the experience which is 
so universal, so enticing, that few 
are willing to return from it? The 
Enlightened state, according to the 
Lama Govinda, can not be described. 
It only can be experienced.
It means, however, a completed 
view —  seeing all things whole.
A Buddha, for instance, will be­
come aware of all past and future 
states, even to the experience of 
whole world systems and universes 
in a dynamic process of integration 
and dissolution.
An Enlightened one becomes 
aware of the universality of con­
sciousness itself, in which one's own 
is but a drop. This drop is, itself, a 
dynamic, moving, spontaneous, po­
tentially-illumined psyche which the 
Lama insists (contrary to some Eastern 
teachings) does not extinquish itself, 
through the "Nirvana" experience, in 
the universal sea.
Rather, he says, it is the ex­
perience of the sea slipping into the 
drop. The infinite, he says, can be 
experienced only in the finite. He 
believes, with de Chardin, that we 
have become "individuáis" so that the 
Universe can become conscious with­
in us.
For this to happen, we must free 
ourselves of all prejudice and open
ourselves to forces which will permit 
us to see Truth as it is. If such an 
illumination is to include the knowl­
edge of God, the Lama believes, 
then we first must incorporate into 
consciousness the qualities of God.
All true meditation, he explained, 
can be experienced within the 
framework of all religions. It is a 
method, however, and not a dogma. 
Although there are many forms of 
meditation (40 in Tibetan Buddhism 
alone adapted to every temperament 
and level of spiritual development) the 
goal always is the same —  unity 
through self-synthesis rather than self 
analysis.
The first step is to relax the 
body with spine erect, preferably 
seated cross-legged for more restful 
and harmonious balance ("Westerners 
should teach children to sit more 
frequently on the ground"). The body 
should be maintained in the optimum 
of health because it is the temple 
of the mind.
The mind should be disciplined 
to concentrate without strain ("one 
cannot force open the gates of En­
lightenment") upon that which has 
the power to inspire one, such as 
the image of the Buddha or the 
Christ. Inspiration, the Lama believes, 
is essential to success in meditation 
practice. Concepts such as love or 
compassion can be the inspiring ob­
jects of concentration.
Through sustained creative vis­
ualization of the chosen object or 
idea, the spirit becomes transformed. 
Following the experience of the di­
versity in the subject-object relation­
ship, one comes to experience union 
with it. From this union there can 
eventuate, in time, the experience of 
union with all that is.
Awareness of one's breathing 
("pranayama") is another way to be­
gin meditation. "Prana" is consider­
ed, in the East, to be a life energy 
which vitalizes the body as we 
breathe. Breathing-in and breathing- 
(Cont'd. on p. 26)
A HUMAN DIMENSIONS INSTITUTE
Mrs. Jeanne Pontius Rindge is director of 
the Human Dimensions Institute.
The Board of Trustees of Rosary Hill 
College has authorized the establish­
ment of a Human Dimensions Insti­
tute at the college. The State of New 
York has chartered the new organi­
zation as a membership corporation 
and its tax exempt status has been 
requested.
Mrs. Jeanne Pontius Rindge, for­
merly Director of Alumnae Relations 
and editor of the college magazine, 
Response, has been designated di­
rector of the Institute. A former news­
paper and magazine feature writer, 
Mrs. Rindge received her B.A. degree 
from Ohio Wesleyan University. She 
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, 
Mortar Board honorary societies and 
the National League of American 
Pen Women.
The Institute is the evolutionary 
outgrowth of the Human Dimensions 
Program, established less than two 
years ago by the Board of Governors 
of the Alumnae Association. A l­
though the Alumnae Association will 
continue to cooperate with the In­
stitute, responsibility will rest with a 
Board of Directors, in cooperation 
with the administration of Rosary Hill 





Rosemary Enright, a 1962 graduate of Rosary 
Hill, attained her M.A. and Ph.D. from 
New York University. Presently, she is 
teaching at the New York Institute of 
Technology and among her avocations is 
magazine writing. In the spring, Rosemary 
represented Sister Angela at the inaugura­
tion of Martha Peterson as president of 
Barnard College. Following is the account 
of this one afternoon which crystallizes 
the communications problems of today 
and tomorrow.
by Rosemary Enright
The student unrest in America has 
been called many things: "Student 
Power/' because of the analogy with 
the "Black Power" movement; "Con­
frontation Politics," because of the 
methods the students have employed 
in presenting their ideas; and just 
plain idiocy, because many members 
of the older generation cannot un­
derstand the whys behind the stu­
dent unrest.
A student at The City College of 
New York used a metaphor to explain 
the situation to me. "We look at the 
institution, whether it's a university or 
a whole political system, and see that 
something is wrong. Then we try to 
catch the attention of the people 
running everything. We holler at 
them: 'Your ship is sinking! Your ship 
is sinking!' Maybe if we can get their 
attention something can be saved. 
Maybe the whole ship. Maybe just 
their lives." He paused for a mo­
ment and then voiced a thought that 
is being entertained by more students 
everyday. "But if we can't get their 
attention, we may have to comman­
deer the whole ship to save our lives."
Some student activists are al­
ready thinking in terms of revolution 
or, to maintain the metaphor, mu­
tiny: witness the growing strength of 
such organizations as the Students 
for a Democratic Society. Most stu­
dents are still thinkfng in terms of 
capturing the attention of their elders 
and trying to work with them to 
rescue a floundering vessel. Some­
times these students, in their attempts 
to dramatize their ideas, use the 
methods of revolution. Last spring at 
Columbia University riots developed 
out of an attempt to dramatize the 
students' serious disagreements with 
administration policy.
My interest in the problems 
posed by the protests on the Colum­
bia Campus dated from the first news 
coverage. But my personal contact 
with the riots came through a request 
from Rosary Hill College to represent 
them at the inauguration of Martha 
Peterson as president of Barnard Col­
lege. Since I have personal friends on 
the Barnard faculty and an un­
acknowledged but deep affection for 
the pomp and circumstance of aca­
demic processions, I was happy to 
take part in the ceremonies.
Barnard College is the all-wo­
men, undergraduate college of Co­
lumbia University; its campus is di­
rectly across Broadway from the 
main university campus. The students 
at Barnard did not strike, but many of 
them were active in the events that 
took place across the street.
The date of the inauguration was 
April 29th, less than 24 hours before 
the police were called in to dispos­
sess the rioting students. The emo­
tional impact of the impressions re­
ceived that day was immediate; an 
intellectual patterning from these im­
pressions took longer.
I had called my friends at Bar­
nard to see if we could arrange for 
lunch before the inauguration, only 
to find that they were too deeply 
involved in the Ad Hoc Faculty Com­
mittee's attempts to find a solution to
the crisis to take time out for a social 
occasion. They told me, however, that 
they would see me at the reception.
As I walked up Broadway on 
my way to Riverside Church where 
the ceremony was to be held, the 
students in the buildings facing on 
Broadway lowered baskets from the 
windows, asking for contributions. 
Some of them, noting the cap I held 
in my hand and the gown and hood 
over my arm, asked questions about 
my destination. Police barricades 
blocked the entrance to the campus, 
and guards were checking the identi­
fication of each person who at­
tempted to enter the grounds. All was 
quiet, except that from inside came 
the sound of voices over loud speak­
ers and occasional cheers as the dem­
onstrators greeted a well-made point.
The scene at the church was 
even quieter. There were no police 
and very few students. I questioned 
my friends later and discovered that, 
although the students had been in­
vited, most of them had felt that the 
situation at Columbia was much 
more important. The Academic pro­
cession was even more impressive 
than usual. Over 200 institutions of 
higher learning were represented. Be­
cause Rosary Hill College is such a 
young college, I marched near the 
beginning of the procession and had 
the opportunity of seeing the rest of 
the procession enter the church. The 
crimson robes of Harvard and the 
deep purple robes of New York Uni­
versity were easily recognizable. The 
oldest university represented was the 
University of Paris, founded in the 
12th century. Its representative stood 
out in his belted gold silk gown and 
small round cap. The whole cere­
mony made me very aware of the 
dignity and pride associated with the 
process of intellectual growth. Later 
at the reception, I became aware of 
the hollowness of this dignity and 
falseness of this pride when it leads 
to a separation from the events of the 
world at large. (cont'd)
The reception was a formal af­
fair. Sherry was served in tiny glasses; 
petits fours were offered by maids in 
uniforms and little aprons. During 
lulls in the conversation, the student 
demonstrations across the street 
could be heard. And the students 
were demonstrating for what they 
saw as freedom, equal rights, and the 
brotherhood of man. For the first time 
in my life I had some idea of how the 
members of the French aristocracy 
must have felt during the French 
Revolution.
As I stood in the reception line 
gossiping with my friends, student 
runners came up bringing informa­
tion on the success of a faculty peti­
tion to President Kirk of Columbia 
asking him to prevent police inter­
ventions. One of the Barnard faculty 
listened to a pocket FM radio, tuned 
to the Columbia student station, and 
relayed to us the activities of the 
student demonstrators. The attempts 
of these faculty members to bring 
together the students and administra­
tion were incessant and futile.
The blame for the Columbia riots 
will obviously never be placed to the 
satisfaction of everyone, but this 
does not mean that questions raised 
should be lost in a maze of mutual 
recrimination. To deny the right of the 
younger generation to question the 
policies of the elders is not only un­
realistic but stupid. Once this right is 
acknowledged means must be pro­
vided for the expression of these 
questions. If a real interest in the 
thoughts of students doesn't lead ad­
ministrators to listen to them, then 
the threat of mutiny must. But, if the 
ship is sinking (and it may be), either 
communication or revolution must 
come soon.
I Want To Communicate
I am . . .  an individual.
What is the basis of this current re­
volt against the establishment by so 
many of the 'teens and twenties age 
group? Simply a desire to distinguish 
themselves as individuals, says Dr. 
Bartolo Spano, Director of Psycho­
logical Services at Rosary Hill.
It is characteristic of adolescents 
that they feel they must confront 
adults to accomplish this. They must 
say, "I'm against something" in order 
to say, "I'm an individual, an adult,
not a child any more." A child is 
dependent on adults, and by reason 
of something being an adult value, 
the adolescent feels threatened by it. 
Actually, years later, with experience 
of just daily living, they accept the 
very things they are rejecting now — 
they come full circle. Exactly when 
the turning point is, cannot be stereo­
typed because there is no age break, 
like the magical 21, where one 
changes from adolescence to adult-
hood emotionally or psychologically. 
The transition point is gradual and 
varies in everyone.
How, then, is there to be mean­
ingful communication between these 
revolutionaries and the establishment? 
Psychological understanding by the 
establishment of themselves and of 
the revolutionaries is the answer, 
according to Dr. Spano. The trouble 
with the adults is hypocrisy —  often 
they will say to the younger genera­
tion, "We accept you," but they real­
ly don't. Their actions must match 
their words if communication is to 
take place at all. Adults can be in­
secure, unprogressive or even un­
qualified in their professions. As with 
SDS (Students For A Democratic So­
ciety) in confronting college admin­
istrators, the student challenge can 
threaten exposure and adults want to 
protect their own limitations from 
becoming known. The administrators 
shouldn't reject or devaluate the 
students' ideas, but accept the fact 
that their position may stand modifi­
cation. Nevertheless, this is a far cry 
from completely throwing over old 
systems for new.





by Mary Carol Madej, ASCENT Editor
In Thomas Wolfe's novel, You Can't 
Go Home Again, the motif of change 
and its repercussions on human ac­
tions is presented vividly. The cen­
tral idea of the story, that people alter 
their ways of thinking and feeling as 
they meet and/or are challenged by 
new situations in their world, can 
easily be analogous to the student 
press today. The challenges brought 
to the editors, and through them to 
the newspaper, itself, have toppled 
the ivy walls of the campus which 
have for so long protected the young 
man or woman. The sweet innocence 
and sheltered youth are no longer 
ours to hold.
This year, in answer to the prob­
lem of an effective communications 
media on campus, The ASCENT has 
become a weekly paper. We feel that 
increased circulation not only in­
creases the amount of news which 
can be printed but also facilitates a 
rapid exchange of views on topics of 
pertinent interest to the community.
The days of covering the social 
mixers on campus have ended. In 
close alliance with the United States 
Student Press Association, the AS­
CENT is now giving coverage to such 
stories as the Mexican Student Strike, 
views of both Americans and Viet­
namese on the war in that devastated 
country, the disturbances at Colum­
bia and their roots in Columbia's at­
tempt to have economic, political and 
social leverage over the Morningside 
Heights section of Harlem.
Members of the faculty, student 
body and alumnae (who are subscrib-
ers) realize that the campus beat is 
still an important source of news.
Just as our news sources have 
broadened, so too has our commit­
ment to seeking and printing the truth. 
We cannot go back to the time when 
the student press was afraid to speak 
out on matters of concern for fear of 
offending the "powers that be." Un­
less every aspect of life is challenged 
and questioned, our commitment to 
that life may be shallow and without 
real form or basis.
If a summation were to be pre­
sented on the role of the student 
press, it would have to include the 
word "gadfly". Gadfly is not used in 
the sense of stirring up discontent 
without offering solutions. It is used, 
rather, in the sense of a gentle and, 
at times, not so gentle prod to the 
Establishment to stop worrying about 
the material goods they have or would 
like to have —  but to get on with the 
business of creating an America 
which is in accord with the Declara­
tion of Independence, the 14th, 15th 
and 16th amendments of the Consti­
tution and the spirit of Vista, Peace 
Corps and the beliefs of most ideal­
istic Americans.
Those who say students should 
sit and wait for their day in the sun 
have, more likely than not, already 
had theirs. They decry our forceful 
urgings for revolution and evolution, 
but they offer no solutions to the 
problems at hand. Possibly this is be­
cause it would shake their own 
Establishment base.
The job of the student press, to 
goad and push for reality in a land 
that is often myth, is enormous. But 
as long as truth has an outlet through 
their publications, there will always 
be an overflow of people willing to 
contribute their time and energy. 
With that dedication we can follow 
Robert Kennedy's maxim from Lord 
Tennyson: "Come, my friends, 'Tis 
not too late to seek a newer world." Mary Carol Made}, ASCENT Editor.
Communication 
in International Realm
10 "The attitude of the contemporary 
artist is that he is not afraid to be 
involved in contemporary problems 
and this, ultimately, makes contem­
porary art so exciting," stated Pro­
fessor Kuo in a recent interview. In­
volvement of the artist in contempo­
rary problems and the desire to dis­
cuss their problems is uniting artists 
into a union of international good 
will, understanding and learning. This 
international exchange rather than 
levelling the variety and types of art 
serves to stimulate the individual man 
to meet his problem even more in­
tensely and more personally. The art­
ist baptized into this international 
scene —  will be "awakened by the 
highly individual work he views" and 
in this stimulation, he will be more 
perfectly driven to discover his an­
swers, the answers only he could 
reveal.
Professor Kuo warned that the 
"basic technique" remains "impor­
tant" and that the development of a 
truly personal technique can be en­
riched by studying the masters in 
their ideas and their solution to the 
problems. "Techniques and traditions 
must be studied. They represent the 
artistic experience of the masters. 
However, they should not become so 
important that they hinder each art­
ist's own creative expression."
With this aura of artistic 'inter­
nationalism' spreading, "People get to 
see more types of art, but the in­
dividual will stand firm and become 
more of himself enriched by this 
knowledge and understanding." Art­
ists, throughout the United States, 
have recognized the need to experi-Professor Kuo with his painting," Reflections
ence on an international level. At the 
January Annual College Art Associa­
tion rrieeting, a resolution was passed 
expressing 'profound dismay' at the 
proposed passage of travel restric­
tions. The group maintained that "The 
nature of our profession requires us 
constantly to visit other countries, if 
we are properly to know and under­
stand original works of art. . . "
Obviously, the artist is at once in 
a seemingly ambivalent position. As 
the international communication in­
creases, one would imagine that the 
individualism and the national char­
acteristics of the artist would dissi­
pate; however, Professor Kuo main­
tains that it should serve as an em­
phasis for more individual expression. 
The individual man, the individual 
piece and the contemporary problem 
is reverenced rather than a set solu­
tion to any artistic problem.
Professor Kuo expressed this 
opinion after a lengthy career in the 
arts and a sabbatical which took him 
around the world. He found that 
artists in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, Pakistan, Egypt, England 
and Europe earnestly welcomed him 
and were eager to discuss common 
problems.
Having served at Rosary Hill 
since 1955, Professor Kuo took his 
worldwide sabbatical in 1966-67. To 
his name are accredited innumerable 
art exhibitions, lectures and awards. 
Among the most notable credits are 
his one-man exhibition- in the Mem­
bers' Gallery of The Albright-Knox 
Gallery and his art work published in 
Prize Winning Art published by Al­
lied Publications.
Timeless Art Form 
Communicates Boldly
Ever since the cave man began 
scratching crude markings on the wall 
of his domicile, art has been one of 
the salient methods of communication 
from man to man through the cen­
turies, before and after recorded his­
tory began. From the limited means 
of prehistoric drawing to myriad 
modes of artistic expression that have 
developed to modern times is a long 
and fascinating journey. Many facets 
of this journey are explored by stu­
dents in art classes at Rosary Hill —  
drawing and painting, calligraphy, 
metalcraft, ceramics, sculpture, print­
making, photography, scene design, 
and others.
One art form, relatively unknown 
to those who have not made a study in 
depth of art, is sgrafitto. Its bold 
colors and sharply defined design im­
part an impact all its own. It is both 
startling and beautiful. It invites closer 
inspection which reveals varying 
depth levels for each color. Unlike 
other multi-level, works of art, how­
ever, sgrafitto is painted first and
formed second. The word itself is 11 
derived from the Latin word which 
means "scratching through". A tech­
nique thousands of years old, sgra­
fitto. was discovered on the tombs of 
the ancient Etruscans and more re­
cently in the catacombs of Callistus in 
Rome, where persecuted Christians of 
the early Church worshipped their 
Lord in secret and communicated 
His love as they experienced it, 
through this art form.
The technique of modern sgrafit­
to art begins with removal of wall 
plaster and laying of a fine ground of 
cement and sand. On this founda­
tion, thin layers of a mixture of sand, 
lime, and pigment —  each a different 
color —  are laid in succession until 
the final layer of gray lime and sand 
completely covers the entire surface.
A full scale cartoon may be used to 
transfer the outline of the images on 
this gray surface.
With ceramic tools and delicate 
knives, the artist cuts through and 
(Cont'd. on p. 27)
This sgrafitto panel, over the door to the new East wing of Duns Scotus Hall, symbolizes 






Music is a strange and useless thing.
It doesn't offer cover from the storm.
It doesn't (really) ease the sting 
Of living; nor nourish us, nor keep us 
warm.
And men expend their lives in search of 
sound,
learning how to juggle bits of noise 
and by their swift illusions to confound 
the heart with fleeting and evasive joys. 
Yet I am full of quaking gratitude 
that this exalted folly still exists, 
that in an age of cold computer mood, 
a piper still can whistle in the mists.
His notes are pebbles falling into time. 
How sweetly mad it is, and how sublime.
Gene Lees
In oral communication, we have only 
bits of disjointed noise to jiggle into 
patterns of meaning. Gene Lees main­
tains that modern "Music is a strange 
and useless thing", a thing which 
offers no cover, no nourishment, no 
warmth, only an illusion of joy. Then 
why do the country's youth, the col­
lege students of America find such 
release in expressing themselves 
through the beat of the drums, the 
gargling of the guitars? Why does a 
beat capture and pounding throbs 
excite? Why do the Rosary Hill stu­
dents sponsor the "House", a psy­
chedelic rock band to play at their 
mixers? The reasons are deep-seated, 
perhaps (indefinable, yet one must 
seek some general 'because' to blanket 
the blistering query. (cont'd)
Above right: . . . communicating s o u l. . . 
Wilmer and the Dukes.
Right: . . . students respond.
*"Sonnet" appears on the "Herbie Mann 
String Album" and has been re-printed 
with the permission of the author, Gene 
Lees, and the Atlantic Recording Co.
The "House"
In a music that protests, throbs, 
excites, loses itself through sound, one 
finds solitude in confusion. In the 
unconsciousness of the sound drown­
ing thought. . .  in the physical release 
of pent up emotion . . .  in the loss of 
inhibition in dance . . .  in the expres­
sion of oneself to the world through 
a tribal rite, a child becomes a per­
son, a college student becomes a 
man. Both become in a self-created 
world, a world created, understood 
and owned individually. The beat, the 
sound, the physical expression, give 
his life meaning for it is he alone, 
without the dictates of time, the Es­
tablishment, or the parent who gives 
it meaning.
The editors wish to express their appre­
ciation to Joyce Nedopytalski, Student 
Association Social Co-Ordinator, for her 
co-operation in writing this article.
Decaying Communication
13
Communication between the creative 
culture and the performance culture 
is dead. "It is shocking to realize that 
between the performance culture, 
which still dominates the musical life 
of our society, and the creative culture, 
which is trying to alter and extend the 
range of musical consciousness, there 
is virtually no real communication,"* 
wrote George Rochberg, the chairman 
of the Music Department of the Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania, in a recent 
article in the "Music Educator's Jour­
nal". Further, Mr. Rochberg maintains 
that the "repertoire (of the perform­
ance culture) is virtually sealed off 
from the present."* When the creative 
dynamic forces of culture are 
strangled then the performance cul­
ture becomes non-relevant to those 
who are viewing. We err sorely; " in­
stead of apprehending culture as 
imaginative forms of human action 
that spring from the deepest concern 
with the nature of human reality —  
that sense of being alive and being 
aware that we are alive —  more and 
more it appears that people treat cul­
ture mainly as a social activity con­
ceived as a series of events whose 
function it is to enrich their leisure 
moments and suffuse their personal 
lives with a warm, pleasant aura."*
The creative culture has turned 
from the established order to the col­
lege campus for freedom and the 
musical composer has turned away 
from the symphony towards more 
flexible forms of expression. Leonard 
Bernstein recently remarked that the 
symphonic form is dead.
With the challenge of a creative 
culture comes the responsibility of 
critical judgment in the wake of per­
sonal experience. To experience the 
new music is to have one's senses 
involved in a network of happenings. 
The performer is there; the spotlights 
remain. Yet music has been trans­
formed. Sounds are motley, pulsating, 
influenced by the Indian instruments, 
by the Latin beat, and by the instru­
ments of the 16th and 17th centuries. 
As a dynamic, cultural force, music 
must become a social instrument for 
man to communicate on all levels for 
every facet of his life. More than 
ever, music must become a part of 
man's inner life rather than a series 
of concerts. Churches have moved to 
include jazz and folk strains in re­
ligious services. Teachers who fear 
the breakdown of the educational 
system due to non-communication 
are now discussing the possibilities of 
communicating through contemporary 
idioms of musical expression. Civil 
Rights leaders have used music as a 
unifying strength in the struggle for 
freedom.
It seems, therefore, that the 
world is slowly, almost imperceptibly, 
becoming aware of the gulf between 
life as it is and the culture which is 
presented. The future alone will re­
solve the dichotomy or further splin­
ter culture from life.
*Permission to reprint has been granted by 







"Get your big, muddy feet off that 
miracle!" In essence, this summarizes 
John Ciardi's discussion of "How 
Does a Poem Mean?". A poem's 
meaning lies in the direct experience; 
dissection leaves mud marks on a 
miracle of poetry.'-One can para­
phrase a poem's meaning; in fact, 
one can more fully explicate, enlarge 
upon and illuminate the central idea 
in paraphrase; however, the poem 
loses its life-spring, its being, and its 
'poemness' in analyzation. The poem 
becomes muddy. The what of the 
communication is subservient to the 
expression for "A poem is something 
happening to me, not something be­
ing told to me."
We must clear the mind of the 
obvious obstacles and make the ap­
preciation of the poem's existence di­
rect rather than mediated. One can 
talk about the pleasure of eating a 
chocolate fudge sundae, but until he 
has tasted, savored and taken the 
sundae directly, internally and in­
tensely, talking about the physical ex­
perience is nothing more than words, 
cold and lifeless. We discuss a poem's 
meaning but without enjoying the 
poem directly, the meaning as it was 
uniquely meant is absent. A poem 
communicates most powerfully 
through its rhythm, the "emotion of 
poetry" and the "life blood of poetry", 
which becomes a magical net ensnar­
ing the listener. "The poem should be 
a passionate act."
Mr. John Ciardi, Poetry Editor of 
the "Saturday Review", spoke to a 
capacity crowd in Wick Social Room 
at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday, September 
26, 1968. The affable Ciardi seemed 
to speak to his audience individually 
rather than collectively. Immediately 
following the formal lecture, Mr. 
Ciardi and guests retreated to the 
Wick Fireside Lounge for coffee and 
coke. Mr. Ciardi made himself avail­
able for questions. In fact, as the 
last few left the building, Mr. Ciardi 




Mass communication, especially in 
television, has changed the whole 
pattern of American politics in the 
last ten years, Pierre Salinger said in 
a talk to the students at Rosary Hill 
College this fall. It has brought about 
"total disintegration of previous poli­
tical methods." Local political bosses 
have almost faded away because voters 
have access to information on political 
issues and personalities as never be­
fore, allowing them to decide for 
themselves how to vote. For this 
reason, "block" voting of various types 
of groups is going out and votes are 
being cast on issues.
Mr. Salinger discussed advan­
tages and drawbacks of television, 
which he said has had the greatest 
communications impact on both the 
American and world scenes. This im­
pact will increase greatly, he said 
because we are on the verge of a 
wholly integrated international satel­
lite system which will result in peo- 
ple-to-people communication, over 
the heads of national leaders. When 
people behind the iron and bamboo 
curtains become aware firsthand of 
social, political and economic situa­
tions in other nations, they won't 
swallow state-controlled propaganda 
and will put pressure on their leaders 
for changes.
One of the basic problems with 
television in this country today is 
that it needs more depth, balance 
and reality. Newscasts, by giving a 
brief wrap-up to a complex problem, 
and commercials, by teaching us that 
there is an instant and simple solu­
tion to all problems, drastically over­
simplify modern life.
This is carried over into politics 
by candidates who have learned to 
project their personalities over TV, 
imparting dramatically simple solu­
tions to issues which cannot be dis­
cussed with him by the millions of 
viewers getting his message. Another 
political drawback with television is 
the high cost of time, which "puts a 
premium on rich people running for 
office," Mr. Salinger said, recalling 
his own campaign for the Senate 
which cost $100 million dollars, two- 
thirds of which was spent on tele­
vision time. This could be remedied 
by free TV time for all political candi­
dates, limited by the rank of office for 
which they were running, and a tax 
incentive for small givers to the 
political party or candidate of their 
choice.
Mr. Salinger cited other areas of 
great television impact. One is the 
newsreels of our forces fighting in 
Vietnam. It is very different to see our 
friends and family in battle before 
our eyes than to read about a far-off 
battle in a newspaper article. The 
result of this is a much deeper per­
sonal involvement in the war than we 
would have otherwise, and the form­
ing of strong public opinion on the 
issues. Mr. Salinger also feels tele­
vision has contributed greatly to the 
"unbridgable gap between the older 
and younger generations. This is the 
first generation that is the total prod­
uct of mass communication. Today's 
youth is better informed, more in­
volved and cares more about what is 
going on around them. They live in 
day to day contact with poverty and 
racial discrimination. You can't tell 
them these situations aren't going on 
because they see it. Their reactions 
are different —  some go to Mississippi 
to work in the summer, and some 
grow beards and turn off with pot." 
He feels that the public opinion 
about youth is severely distorted be­
cause the minority who react nega­
tively get most of the news spots.
(Contd. on p. 27)
"This is the first generation that is the total product of mass communication. Today's youth 
is better informed, more involved and cares more about what is going on around them." 




Mr. Saul Mason, chairman of the Business 
and Economics Concentration, teaches ec­
onomic theory to his classes, including 
recent developments in communication 
within these fields.
If it could be said that one area of communication stands above all others in 
contributing to the physical well-being of the people of the world, that area 
would have to be that of economics. In raising the financial level of the popula­
tion, economic growth makes possible not only higher quality necessities and 
luxuries that save time and energy, but also education with its subsequent out­
put, research, development of creativeness and accomplishments, the institution 
and support of governmental programs for a better present and future life —  from 
slum clearance to space exploration —  and better progress in almost any other 
area of living.
In the words of Adlai Stevenson, "The greatest challenge of our century is 
the aspiration of peoples all over the globe to share the abundant fruits of 
modern science and technology. The example of the industrially developed na­
tions shows that human beings can lead longer, healthier, and richer lives than 
most of the world's population now enjoy, and that each generation can have 
the satisfaction of bequeathing new opportunities to its children. At the end of 
the century we will be judged, all of us, by how well we have met these 
aspirations."
Meeting these aspirations through communication of the principles of 
business and economics is the concern of the faculty in this concentration of 
study at Rosary Hill. They provide the student with a knowledge of modern 
business procedures and with a philosophical understanding of business and 
economics as a tool of society.
Technically defining economics, Mr. Saul Mason, chairman of the Business 
and Economics Concentration, sees it as the study arising from the insatiability of 
material wants and the scarcity of resources to satisfy these wants, necessitating 
doing the best we can to maximize our efforts towards satisfaction with limited 
factors of production. Economics communicates to us this fact and the principles 
underlying the organization of society and the behavior of its members in solving 
this problem. It attempts, as Robert L. Heilbroner expresses it, to show that 
"seemingly unrelated threads (can) be woven into a single tapestry, that at a 
sufficient distance the milling world (can) be seen as an orderly progression. It is 
this search for the order and meaning of social history that lies at the heart 
of economics."
Business is defined by Mr. Mason as the communication channel whereby 
the desires of the consumer for goods and services are translated into orders for 
output from the inputs of the factors of production.
The progress of the basic idea of a product to its marketing depends entirely 
on clear communication and good workmanship, and good workmanship usually 
depends on clear communication. This becomes obvious when a few of the steps 
of marketing a new product are considered. First, the idea takes written and 
drawn form on engineering blueprints which go to the shop for production and 
to the procurement section for purchase of raw materials and components. Plans 
for the new product go through various lines of management for direction or 
modification, to the controller for financial planning, to stockholders for the 
purpose of information for investment planning, to suppliers and distributors 
through means of correspondence and advertising. The whole marketing pro­
cedure is a collection and dispersion of information. Product designers use 
market research for determination of consumer demand. Advertising is an infor­
mation service to prospective customers. (Cont'd on p 27)
1948 . .. 
a cornfield
1968 . . .  
a celebration
As a young lady turns 20, she comes 
to a fuller realization of herself as a 
vital force in society. This dynamism 
which ignited the moment she was 
able to twist her father around her 
littlest finger has matured. Now there 
are no games. There is only a pur­
poseful life plan pending. This is one 
o f her loveliest moments for she is 
vitally alive and aware. She is attrac­
tive, intellectually vibrant and longing 
for new experience and growth.
Rosary Hill College is now 
twenty.
On September 28, 1968, at 3:30 
P.M., Sister M. Angela welcomed 
Tricia and Julie Nixon and David 
Eisenhower to the twentieth year 
celebration of Rosary Hill College. 
During the program, Tricia Nixon 
presented a Community Service 
award to Maryanne Casey, a member 
of the Class of 1969, who was cited 
for her work in a federal fact finding 
program in Troy, N.Y. which sought 
to discover the reasons causing sub­
standard housing conditions and out­
lines for solutions of these problems. 
During her summer, Maryanne saw 
the dreams of many become reality as 
these federal funds were used to 
clear slum areas and to build new 
housing projects. The Community Ser­
vice Award will henceforth be given 
each September in recognition of a 
student's outstanding contribution dur­
ing the summer months in the social 
welfare field. (cont'd)
Above: Sister M. Angela cuts cake with 
the assistance of Julie and David.
Left: Tricia Nixon signs autographs for 
Rosary Hill audience.
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Maryanne Casey, Recipient of the Com­
munity Service Award.
The anniversary program was 
keynoted with an address by Presi­
dent Angela who gave an account of 
the Rosary Hill of twenty years ago 
which had approximately five per 
cent of the present student popula­
tion. "Twenty years ago this month, 
a staff of ten administrators and fac­
ulty members welcomed 44 day stu­
dents to the campus, which was 
largely a cornfield . . .  In the short 
span of twenty years, our student 
body has grown to almost 1400. Our 
administrative and faculty staffs num­
ber 149." Sister invited each visitor 
to inspect the physical plant and to 
join her in refreshments in the Wick 
Fireside Lounge. Refreshments in­
cluded a birthday cake commemorat­
ing the college's birth year.
During the ceremony, Sister 
Angela called on Kathleen Britton, 
Student Association President, who, 
in turn, requested that the honored 
guests be heard from. Both Julie and 
Tricia Nixon were models of feminini­
ty. David Eisenhower was a casual, 
well spoken representative. David re­
ferred to himself as the "man in the 
family" as Julie turned the mike over 
to him. The young Eisenhower spoke 
with sincerity as he cautioned that
we must not "compromise our ideals" 
but we must "compromise the meth­
ods." Mr. Eisenhower felt that stu­
dent power had up until recently 
been overlooked. He maintained that 
the student, rather than looking back 
to the days of neglect, should use his 
power wisely thereby becoming a 
constructive weapon in society. In a 
recent interview, Maryanne Casey 
agreed with Mr. Eisenhower's en­
treaty and saw her summer experi­
ence as a reference point. Maryanne 
cautioned that "A repudiation of the 
existing order allows only for the 
initial chaos and the inevitable need 
of painful reorganization of time, tal­
ent and needs. Already existing with­
in the present system are available 
channels, although sometimes clouded 
by 'red tape.' On the local level, 
especially, much can be done in the 
furtherance of one's ideals, both by 
the way of initial groundwork and 
the actual results. Moreover, it is on 
the level of actual contact with the 
people that it becomes evident that 
what might appear as a compromise 
of an ideal is in actuality and in the 
given circumstances a resolution in 





Mr. John Masterson, chairman of the English 
Concentration.David Eisenhower
Sister M. Jeanne File, chairman of the Art 
Concentration.
At the faculty dinner of September 
26, 1968, Sister M. Jeanne and Mr. 
John Masterson were honored on the 
anniversary of their twentieth year at 
Rosary Hill College.
In recent interviews, both Sister 
Jeanne and Mr. Masterson reflected 
on the overt changes in the temper 
and challenge of the student of 1968 
compared with the students of 1948. 
Sister and Mr. Masterson concurred 
that :the vast sociological changes 
necessitate a different type of student 
today than the student of 1948. Sister 
Jeanne questioned, "Who can say 
that the horizons of students (and 
faculty as well) have not been widen­
ed or significantly altered by interim 
discoveries or events, such as the 
orbiting of Sputnik, Vatican Council 
11, Tellstar, the use of computers, 
race riots and wars? Students who 
have lived through the events of re­
cent years and have been thrilled or 
disheartened, as the case may be, 
with events of their own day are 
inevitably affected by the climate of 
their world. It is a different world we 
live in today, quite a different world. 
And to that extent, students are dif­
ferent too." Mr. Masterson added that 
it is readily obvious that "the radical 
changes in the social structure of 
society demand different responses 
today than they did twenty years 
ago."
Regarding the background with 
which the present college student 
enters college, Mr. Masterson com­
mented that the change has been 
tremendous. He noted that today's 
student "academically has had no 
classical background." Further, the 
student "has not been thoroughly 
read in traditional English literature."
Patterns of growth in the num­
bers at Rosary Hill were obvious as 
Sister Jeanne mentioned, "In the first 
graduating class, there were only 
six art majors, all of them prepared 
for teaching art in public schools. 
This year, thirty six art majors expect 
(Cont'd. onp.27)
Who's Who
Mrs. Magdalene M. Hettler
by Joan Mancuso '69
Mrs. Magdalene M. Hettler has 
squeezed as much as possible into 
her life and has survived. Perhaps it is 
for this reason that she has been 
selected for inclusion in the forth­
coming Who's Who Among American 
Women.
An all-around person, Mrs. Het­
tler is interested in a variety of 
things —  from theorems in mathema­
tics to basketball games.
An associate professor of mathe­
matics at Rosary Hill College for five 
years, Mrs. Hettler taught previously 
at State University College at Buffalo,
where she received her masters de­
gree in mathematics, Erie County 
Technical Institute, and several high 
schools.
"I have taught everything from 
soup to nuts," laughed Mrs. Hettler. 
"Teaching can never be boring. 
There's such variety —  different peo­
ple, different problems, and differ­
ent books."
Besides teaching evening classes, 
Mrs. Hettler has also tutored stu­
dents on all grade levels. She recalls 
she used to put casseroles for din­
ner on the stove in between her 
tutoring sessions.
"I'm not the type to do nothing. 
If I have nothing to do, then I invent 
something," said Mrs. Hettler. She 
has taken courses in gardening and 
interior decorating and has utilized 
these skills at her home.
Although her academic life keeps 
her quite busy, Mrs. Hettler still finds 
time to golf almost every day during 
the summer, watch basketball games, 
and travel to Florida and New Eng­
land every year. She is also an ac­
tive participant in the antique show 
committee at the Amherst Com­
munity Church and in the Smith Col­
lege Club. She received her bache­
lor's degree from Smith College.
All these activities lead to a very 
busy and varied life. But her family 
helps out by each one cooking one 
meal a week, even if it is a salad and 
hot dogs. Her husband, who is the 
director of athletics at Amherst Cen­
tral High School, buys the groceries, 
and there is a standard rule that the 
family goes out to dinner on Saturday 
night. Both her children, Michael, a 
freshman at Middlebury College in 
Vermont, and Cindy, a senior at The 
Buffalo Seminary, also keep Mrs. Het­
tler busy with their collegiate and 
high school functions.
For Mrs. Hettler life is exciting 
and should be lived to the fullest. 
"I do what I prefer to do," she said. 
"I have survived being a teacher, 






Wonderful things are being planned 
this year for Rosary Hill's Alumnae 
Homecoming Weekend, according to 
chairman Patricia Dadante Burgin. In 
the embryonic stage is a weekend 
that the Alumnae themselves want, 
according to the answers received 
from the questionnaires sent out in 
September.
The dates set for the weekend 
will be June 6, 7, and 8, 1969, and 
each date will be filled with activities 
that are sure to please everyone.
Something special is included for 
Homecoming 1969 —  an Art Show. 
All art students, music writers, au­
thors, and anyone else who has a 
work that they would like displayed, 
get your paints, pencils and type­
writers busy. Anyone interested in 
submitting art works (including sculp­
ture) may submit several entries, and 
a selected panel will choose the best 
of each artist's work for display. An 
easel and billboard will display any 
music, any articles or any books that 
have been written and published. The 
display will be set up in the Wick 
Social room and will be on display 
during the entire Homecoming week­
end. If you wish to offer any of your 
works for sale, this can also be 
arranged.
Get busy! All prepared works 
must be ready for entry by May 1, 
1969. We want works that have been 
done since graduation, and the newer, 
the better. So good luck!. . .  on your 
mark . . . get set . . . go! For further 
information, contact Theresa Utz, 
(229 Lafayette Blvd., Buffalo, N.Y. 
14221) Chairman of Art Show.
According to the tentative sched­
ule, other activities being planned 
will include the special dinner for 
the Anniversary classes of 1954, 1959 
and 1964; an informal cocktail party 
that will include husbands, dates, 
singles; a chapter meeting with cof­
fee and sweet rolls; a luncheon and 
fashion show; a dance preceded by a 
cocktail hour and highlighted with a 
midnight buffet; and ending the 
weekend will be a Folk Mass and con­
tinental breakfast that will be open to 
all the alumnae, faculty and their 
families. All activities will be held on 
campus. We need your help to insure 
a fun filled, activity packed weekend 
that will be successful. If you are 
interested in helping at all with 
homecoming, please call or write Pat 
Burgin, (102 Layton Ave., Buffalo, 
N.Y. 14226; 836-1645) or Theresa Utz, 
(229 Lafayette Blvd., Buffalo, N.Y. 
14221; 633-9030.)
Keep these dates open on your 
calendars, everyone, because this will 
be the best homecoming weekend 
ever.
C  O  Reporter:
>D Z -  Joyce Fink
408 Ruskin Rd.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14226
BIRTHS: lelene Lang Burke, a daughter, 
Molly Marie, July 15,1968.
NEWS: When classmate Donna King Fri- 
ton reports that her son, Dan, is a fresh­
man at DeSales High School in Lockport, 
N.Y., it suddenly becomes apparent that 
it was exactly twenty years ago when this 
class first registered at Rosary Hill. As 
Donna stated in her note, "Time does fly."
From New York City, we hear that 
Loretta Kogut has been elected Recording 
Secretary of the New York Metropolitan 
Chapter of the Alumnae Association. The 
group met at Loretta's apartment at the 
beginning of October. She also told us 
that she spent three and a half weeks in 
Mexico during the revolution and earth­
quake. Rita Gradwohl Sweeney has been 
elected President of the St. Thomas More 
Parish Council of the Catholic Women 
and is also serving as Ways and Means 
Chairman for the Parent-Teacher Club. 
Her summer was filled with vacation 
trips and visits from her family. In addi­
tion to being selected General Chairman 
of the 68-69 Annual Alumnae Fund Drive, 
Pat Gannon Brennan is a substitute teach­
er in the "Early Push" program. This is 
her third year in the Federal Poverty 
Program. She and her family spent their 
vacation at Cape Cod, and she reports 
that she is becoming quite a football fan 
traveling as far as Cleveland just to see 
a game.
Mary Grace Muffoletto Gore is still 
teaching at Kadimah School and singing 
with the Belle Cante quartet. You will be 
hearing from Mary since she is Chairman 
of the telephone committee for the annual 
Fund Drive.
54 Reporter:Claire Hoelscher Sigurdson 
306 Cindy Drive 
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221
BIRTHS: Theckla Bittar Mullen, a daughter, 
Anita, July 1968.
SYMPATHY: Joan Turner Fitzgerald, Moth­
er, Frances Turner.
NEWS: Sue Kaminsky, an art teacher in 
the Marple Newtown Junior High School, 
was awarded a grant by the University of 
Delaware and the Henry Francis DuPont 
Winterthur Museum to attend an institute 
for advanced study of "The Visual Arts in 
American Culture" during the summer. 
Prior to pursuing this course, Sue was 
sent by her employer to attend the Na­
tional Education Association Convention 
in Dallas, Texas. She also spent a few 
days touring the city of New Orleans. 
Before moving to Ardmore Pennsylvania, 
Sue was supervisor of art in three Western 
New York School Systems.
56 Reporter:Pam Neville Jones 
275 Highland 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14222
BIRTHS: Theresa Attea Utz, a boy, An­
drew James, October 17, 1967; DeSales 
McKenna Kellick, a girl, Ruth Maria, Sep­
tember 12, 1968; Irene McMahon Wort- 
man, adopted a son, Kevin James, July 3, 
1967; Annette Meyer Karl, a son, Edward, 
March 28, 1968; Pam Neville Jones a 
daughter, Meave, August 21,1968.
SYMPATHY: Carole Campbell Gates, 
Mother, Mrs. Joseph Campbell.
NEWS: Not everyone has a fire truck pull 
up to her house to unload used clothing, 
but that's the kind of thing DeSales 
McKenna Kellick takes in stride. The 
clothes are for migrant farm workers in 
the Niagara area which DeSales helps to 
distribute. She also finds time to teach a 
high school marriage preparation program 
at Madonna High School in Niagara Falls 
and Stella Niagara Academy in Youngs­
town.
Marge Dempsey Hardy has been 
busy with her four active and attractive 
children. So busy that she and George got 
away from it all recently for a quiet week­
end in Toronto.
Marge DesJardins Ulrich has two 
boys at Calasanctius Preparatory School. 
Recently Marge saw Patty Brinkworth 
when she was visiting Buffalo. Patty is 
teaching 2nd grade in Miami, Florida.
Claire Hasselbeck is living in Wash­
ington, D.C. and working as a hearing 
specialist in Fairfax County, Virginia. She 
enjoyed a visit from Sister Saint Joseph 
(Peggy Farrington.) Claire ‘has been try-
ing her hand at sculpture. Now Claire, if 
you just use both hands . . .
Theresa Attea Utz and Joan Attea 
Deinhart are both working on homecom­
ing this year. Theresa is co-chairman and 
foresees a homecoming with a personal 
touch.
Carol Campbell Gates is enthusiastic 
about art classes she's taking at Buffalo 
State Teachers College and hopes to have 
her Masters this June.
Marjorie Connors was promoted re­
cently to Director of Adoptions at Chil­
dren's Aid. Congratulations Marge!
Qm you believe that Pam Neville 
Jones now has one boy and five girls?
Send your news in everyone. Sue 
Price Jabin where are you? And Betty 
McLaughlin you have not answered the 
beep signal. You must receive ten lashes 
with a teletype wire. Evidently you don't 
realize we really are waiting for news 
with pure, unbridled anticipation!
58 Reporter:Delia McKenna McAuliffe 
67 Westminster St. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14215
BIRTHS: Dolores Connelly Downing, a 
son, Matthew, September, 1968; Elaine 
Navagh Farrington, a son, Paul, July, 1968; 
Helen Pacini Rosetti, a daughter, Renee, 
August, 1968.
NEWS: I know that congratulations from 
all of us go to Isabell Mercer Murphy, 
mother of five, who received her Masters 
in Education from Canisius College. Has 
our energetic Izzy taken things easy since 
studying, exams, and term papers are a 
thing of the past? Not on your life! In early 
November, she starred in a Lockport Com­
munity Theatre production of "Blithe 
Spirit" which entailed many weeks of re­
hearsal and, then, just for good measure, 
she gives religious instructions to a group 
of second graders every Saturday morning. 
I wonder what she does in her spare time?
Elaine Navagh Farrington and family 
(including brand new baby, Paul) moved 
to Henrietta near Rochester, last summer. 
By now, she and her neighbor, Dorothy 
Gates Ziccarelli, have enjoyed many a 
visit.
Audrey Ann Horbett ("she is the gal 
you pay your over due book fines to at the 
downtown library") told us that Carolyn 
("Margie") Hamlett, a Buffalo teacher, was 
married several months ago. Our sincere 
wishes for many years of happiness go out 
to her.
The Alumnae Christmas Party has been 
a real highlight for both children and 
mothers these past years. You'd be happily 
surprised at all the familiar faces you see 
there. Hope to see you there this year!
59 Reporter:Lucille DiLorenzo Battaglia 
289 Culpepper Rd.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14221
SYMPATHY: Carolyn Hess Drabeck, 
Mother Mrs. Mary Carolyn Hess, August 
26, 1968; Mary Ann Kelly Richardson, 
Father, Mr. Donald Kelly.
NEWS: Caroline Ernst Hassett and her 
family spent the entire summer at their 
summer home at Thunder Bay where all 
had a grand time fishing, sailing, swim­
ming, and just relaxing. Caroline said, 
"this was our greatest summer and all five 
children were healthy" during their stay in 
Canada! After getting everything back to 
normal in their Snyder home, Caroline 
and Bill spent four days in New York 
City attending a real estate convention.
Carolyn Hess Drabek's husband, Ed­
win, was just appointed City Forester of 
Buffalo. He plans to attend a conference 
for the Society of Municipal Arborists in 
Dayton, Ohio.
Ellen Klausman Koessler is very busy 
these days tending to her four children; 
Susan, seven years old, JoAnn, six years 
old, Joey, five years old, and Eric, two 
years old. Ellen and her husband, Paul, 
bought a large, old, two story colonial 
house on Lake Shore Road. It has been 
remodeled from top to bottom. Ellen and 
her family hope to move into the house 
around November, just in time to enjoy 
the holiday season! Ellen and Paul and 
two other couples rented a villa in Ja­
maica and vacationed for ten glorious 
days.
Marge Metz Kirst started back in 
school at R.H.C. this September. Gradu­
ation should be in 1970.
Jack and Jeanne Migliore Naples 
have returned to Buffalo with their two 
children, Maria, seven years old, and 
Christopher, three years old. They spent 
two years in Havre de Grace, Maryland 
while Jack was serving in the Navy. Jeanne 
is quite busy trying to get the house set­
tled and Jack is back in practice at his 
office on Main Street. Maria is a second 
grade student at The Medaille School and 
Christopher is just busy being three years 
old and having fun. Jeanne and Jack plan 
to attend an OB-GYN convention in 
Puerto Rico and hope to take a trip to 
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
David and Kathryn Miller Denzel live 
in Clarence, New York. They have four 
children; Mark, seven years old, Michael, 
six years old, Gregory, four years old, 
and Debra, two and a half years old. 
Dave is now certified as an Orthopedic 
Surgeon and is affiliated with Deaconess 
Hospital. Kathy and Dave spent one week 
at a Medical Convention at Miami Florida 
and one week in San Juan, Puerto Rico 
for a research seminar on tissue culture.
Patricia Parada Renaldo and her hus­
band, Jim, had a four day holiday in New 
York City. They had a leisurely time and 
enjoyed seeing some terrific shows. Clare 
Siegel Carlson, husband Ken, and two 
children, Kristen, age six, and Tom, age 
four, also went to New York City. Clare 
said this was the first time they had taken 
the children on a vacation and everyone 
had a wonderful time.
60 Reporter:Rosemarie Lanza Miano 
165 Browning Drive 
Hamburg, N.Y. 14075
BIRTHS: Jean Arns Cuddy, a daughter, 
Jennifer, April 2, 1968; Pat Stanton Mer- 
genhagen; a son, John Francis, June 23, 
1968.
NEWS: Our congratulation^ go to Pat Al­
bino McCormick, our retired alumnae re­
porter, who has ably represented the Class 
of 1960 for the past three years. Pat's three 
children and her job as a substitute teach­
er in the Buffalo Public School System 
keep her weeks full. Best wishes to her for 
a well deserved rest and let's hope it's a 
temporary one as regards our class news.
Two of our other colleagues deserve 
a cheer. They are Pat Dadante Burgin who 
has accepted the chairmanship of the 1969 
Rosary Hill College Homecoming Week 
End, and Carol Lano Hughes, who has 
been appointed Activities Chairman of the 
Board of Governors at Rosary Hill College.
Maureen Fennie Collura is a Refer­
ence Librarian at State College at Buffalo. 
Her husband, Frank, teaches Afro-Ameri­
can Music at the State University College 
and is also on the faculty of Rosary Hill 
College where he teaches trumpet.
Barbara Hubbard Latturner, returned 
to the Buffalo area in July from Kansas. 
She teaches corrective reading three days 
a week at St. Nicholas Ukranian School on 
Fillmore under the Federal Plus Program. 
She is saving her pennies while her hus­
band, George, is in Viet Nam so that she 
and her daughter can meet him in Hong 
Kong next July and then hopefully tour 
Japan and Hawaii together.
Michelle Jasinski Marinello received 
her M.S. this past summer at S.U.N.Y.A.B. 
and is just a hair shy from her Ph.D. in 
biology. Her doctoral program centers 
around the study of chromosomes, a study 
connected with fascinating research being 
done under the auspices of the Depart­
ment of Medicine at S.U.N.Y.A.B. In March 
of 1968 "Science" magazine published her 
article ,"L.S.D. and Chromosomes." With­
in the next few months she expects her 
research paper, "Criminal Behavior and 
Chromosomes" to appear in the "Journal 
of the American Medical Association."
Studying classical piano still gives 
her great satisfaction reports Marlene 
Klink Conley. Piano lessons and lessons in 
other art forms occupy some of her leisure 
time. Marlene is still with the Welfare 
Department.
The theology courses Elizabeth Mad- 
digan took this past summer at Marist 
College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. filled her 
with a great deal of enthusiasm for the 
spirit of Christianity as it should be ap­
plied today. Enthusiasm is just what Betty 
will need as she teaches religion to the 
"mod-set" of young ladies from grades 
9-12 at Mt. Mercy Academy.
Gertrude Mamrod Wagner reports, 
"For the first time in my life I am really 
happy teaching." Trudy teaches American 
Literature and English Literature to the 
zealous scholars at Calasanctius Prepara­
tory School. In addition to this, she has 
recently been elected President of Gamma 
Epsilon Chapter of Delta Epsilon Sigma 
the National Scholastic Honor Society. 
Another classmate, Annette Untried Buhs- 
mer, was honored with the Vice- 
Presidency.
Trudy is very proud of her husband, 
Norm, who is completing his Ph.D. in 
physical chemistry. Some of his research 
was printed in the "Journal of Physical 
Chemistry" and was represented at the 
International Symposium on Catalysis in 
Moscow, Russia.
Our wandering Odysseus has re­
turned! Mary Jo Pouthier, who was teach­
ing for the Armed Forces on government 
posts, has arrived in Orchard Park via Nov 
Scotia, France, England and Puerto Rico. 
She is trying out "home life" while teach­
ing social studies, reading, English and 
spelling in the 6th grade of Iroquois Cen­
tral School. Mary Jo recently acquired a 
brown French Poodle which she named 
"Cocoa" short for "Coquette." Is this the 
influence of heredity or environment’?
Carol Siefert Laschinger has been 
kept busy with her four children and be­
ing active in parish activities. Again this 
year, she is teaching senior girls in the 
Social Christianity Program of her parish 
St. Mary's, in Lancaster.
If anyone has any information con­
cerning Mar/e D'Angelo please contact 
me. Best Wishes for a rich holiday season 
from your reporter.
MOVED: Barbara Hubbard Latturner, (Mrs. 
George), 2381 Woodard Rd., Elma, N.Y. 
14059; Mary Lou Mulhern Trombly, (Mrs. 
John), R.D. #2 Sherri Rd., Saratoga 
Springs, N.Y. 12866; Kay Murray Degen- 
hardt, (Mrs. A. Peter), Fleetwood Acres, 
1330 Midland Ave., Bronxville, N.Y.; 
Mary Jo Pouthier, 309 Powers Rd., Or­
chard Park, N.Y.; Patricia Stanton Mergen- 
hagen, (Mrs. John), 209 Bernhardt Dr., 
Snyder, N.Y. 14222.
61 ReporterMary Joanne Cosgrove Basil 
567 McKinley Pkwy.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14216
BIRTHS: Marilyn Mercer Collins, a daugh­
ter, Jeane, April 26,1968.
NEWS: Mary Ruth Leberer Haberman's 
family has had quite a summer. They have 
moved into a new home and Arty has a 
new position. He is now District Manager 
with the American Appraisal Company. 
While Arty has been acquainted with his 
many new duties and responsibilites, Mary 
Ruth has been settling their new home. 
We wish them many happy, fulfilling days 
in both ventures.
Ann Marie McHugh Dullea and hus­
band, Hank, and son Eric, have been liv­
ing in Albany for three years. Eric was 
born April 25, 1966. Hank has been a staff 
member of New York State Assembly 
Ways and Means Committee for two and 
one half years. This year he has been work­
ing full-time on his dissertation under the 
auspices of a Lehman Fellowship. Last 
summer he completed his doctoral work 
in political science at the Maxwell School 
of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syra­
cuse University.
The Dullea's have moved back to the 
Buffalo area this summer. They have pur­
chased a home in Elma. Hank accepted a 
position at the State University at Buffalo 
as Assistant to the President. In January he 
will have a faculty appointment.
John and Martha Moden Cole have 
also purchased a new home and will con­
tinue to be residents of East Aurora. My 
sons and I spent a beautiful day enjoying 
the benefits of the fresh country air. Mar­
tha and John's home is lovely and very 
roomy. Their four children have lots of 
room to grow.
Mary Richardson Gorman, husband, 
Dan and son, Danny, vacationed in the 
Adirondacks this summer. During their 
stay, they visited the North Pole. Danny 
was enthralled with all the animals and 
the prospect of actually seeing Santa and 
his reindeer.
MOVED: Mary Ruth Leberer Haberman, 
(Mrs. Arthur) 79 Treehaven, Buffalo, New 
York; Ann Marie McHugh Dullea, (Mrs. 
Henrik) S-935 Townline Rd., Elma, New 
York 14059; Martha Moden Cole, (Mrs. 
John) 774 Lawrence Ave., East Aurora, 
New York 14052.
62 Reporter:Theresa Mazzarini Marinaro 
324 Norwalk Ave.
Buffalo, New York 14226
MARRIAGES: Marilyn Gorman to Richard 
Brunner, September 28, 1968; Charlet O l­
sen to Mark Carscallen, May 20, 1968; 
Jane Szpylman to Ronald P. Kaminski 
May 18,1968. v
BIRTHS: Barbara Dombrowski Fischer, a 
son, Karl, January 12, 1968; Nancy Haber­
man Gacioch, a son, Michael Thomas, 
September, 1968; Joyce Misukf Taylor, a 
daughter, Laura, May, 1968.
SYMPATHY: Judy Kelly Manzella, Father, 
Donald Kelly.
NEWS: Congratulations are to be ex­
tended to Margaret A. Riso, on achieving 
her Masters Degree in Music Education at 
the University of Buffalo this past spring.
Some interesting vacation news has 
come in. Mary Madejski took an extended 
ski tour of Europe this past year. She at­
tended the Winter Olympics in Grenoble, 
where she met John Klaude Kily, a world- 
renown skier. On her six-month tour, she 
also met Rock Hudson on location for a 
movie in Kitzbuckel.
Barbara Zimmerman accompanied for­
ty junior high school students from 
Calasanctius on a five-week tour of the 
Grand Canyon. Barbara was maid of honor 
at Charlet Olsen Carscallen's wedding 
last spring. Charlet and Mark had a lovely 
wedding, highlighted by a benediction 
of the bridal couple at Our Lady of 
Fatima Shrine in Lewiston.
Martha Shalala Brydges spent an en­
joyable vacation in Florida at the end of 
March. Joyce Miskuf Taylor and family 
were in Buffalo this past spring, to attend 
her sister Judy's graduation from Rosary 
Hill College.
Patricia Mooney Finley writes, "Mick 
(her husband) has been accepted at Iowa 
University to start on his Doctorate in 
Guidance and Personnel." Pat also re­
ports that she is keeping busy with her 
own garden and the baby, Kathy, who is 
getting into more and more every day.
Another note came from Jane Szpyl­
man Kaminski, who writes that she is 
still working as a chemist at the Food and 
Drug Administration. Her husband, Ron 
"runs a social group for single people in 
the Western New York area called 'The 
Lively Set.'"
Theresa Mazzarini Marinaro has been 
named Discussion Group Chairman of 
Bishop's Committee in St. Margaret's Par­
ish. She is also looking forward to teach­
ing pre-school religion classes on Sunday 
mornings this year.
MOVED: Marilyn Gorman Brunner, (Mrs. 
Richard), 85 Sterling Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y., 
14216; Paula Kirchmyer Czubaj, (Mrs. 
Norman), 880 Hopkins Rd., Williamsville, 
N.Y. 14221; Patricia A. Mooney Finley, 
(Mrs. Murray), 1502 Prairie du Clen, Iowa 
City, Iowa, 52240; Margaret A. Riso, 403 
Huxley Drive, Amherst, N.Y. 14226; Jane 
Szpylman Kaminski, (Mrs. Ronald P.), 
4280 Chestnut Ridge Court, Apartment 
B-2, Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150.
63 Reporter:Joanne Finaldi Senall 
46 Roswell Rd. 
Buffalo, N .Y. 14215
BIRTHS: Margaret Drake Secky, a daugh­
ter, Karen, October 23, 1967; Suzanne 
Erlenbach Mclnerney, a daughter, Colleen 
Elizabeth, September 17, 1968; Helen 
Habermehl Liebler, a son, Robert E., May 
19, 1968; Karen Ryan Keane, a daughter, 
Kerry Anne, June, 1968; Anne Siewert 
Whalen, a daughter, Colleen Anne, July 
14,1968.
NEWS: We hope that everyone had a very 
pleasapt summer. Gail Maurer Altman says 
that her family enjoyed their vacation in 
Muskoka, North Canada. John, age 3, 
especially enjoyed seeing real bears. Mary 
Jo Hezel Mai ley relates that her two boys, 
Mike and Billy, had a pleasant summer. 
The Malley family trailer camped in Penn­
sylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, Chris 
Napier Duffey and her husband also spent 
time camping this summer. She was able 
to visit Buffalo during August, and talked 
of plans to complete doctorate studies at 
Adelphi by June 1969. Chris is now very 
busy working on her thesis.
Anne Reagan spent some time this 
past summer in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
She also attended the American Economic 
Historical Institute in Albany, New York. 
An interesting part of her work was 
teaching on television, and then, watching 
herself on video-tape. Anne also enjoyed 
ten days in Washington, D.C. There, she 
stayed at the apartment building in which 
the Humphreys live. Anne was busy visit­
ing many capitals this summer, as she afso 
was in Columbus, Ohio where she chatted 
with Maureen Connolly. Maureen has 
moved from Boston to Columbus.
Speaking of moving, Sharon Richard­
son Breitling and her husband, Bill, are 
living in Penfield, New York, where they 
are completing work on their new home. 
Both Sharon and Bill work for Zerox. Bill 
is presently administrative assistant to the 
vice-president.
Arlene Evanish Donahue is happy to 
say that they are settled in Detroit. She 
has been busy with Mike's return from 
Viet Nam, their move to Detroit, and their 
daughter Missi's first birthday. Virginia 
Owczarczak Stanton and her family have 
moved to Elmira. Virginia's husband has 
recently been appointed the Director of 
Publications at Elmira College.
Mary Ann Turici has returned to West 
Point, and is presently busy teaching, as is 
Rhetta Saia Greenman, who is teaching 
in Bloomington, Illinois. Helen Haber­
mehl Liebler has returned to Bishop New­
man High School to teach a course en­
titled, "Marriage and the Family." Bunny 
Dotterweich Leighton is busy getting 
ready for her art show, which will take 
place in November at. the Eggertsville- 
Snyder Library. We hope that many of our
classmates will be able to view Bunny's 
work. Bunny spoke of this at a recent 
gathering for Joanne Barcelona Foresta 
who returned from Africa, and is visiting 
Buffalo before moving with her family to 
Washington, D.C.
I ask that you all please keep me in­
formed of all that is new and exciting in 
your life!
MOVED: Arlene Evanish Donahue, (Mrs. 
Michael), 18038 Hubbel Avenue, Detroit, 
Michigan 48235; Virginia Owczarczak 
Stanton, (Mrs. Aloysius), 104 Coleman 
Ave., Elmira, N.Y.
64 Reporter:Joan Ervolina Ess 
294 Evane Dr. 
Depew, N.Y. 14043
MARRIAGES: Mary Frances Guarino to 
Frederick Stephen Chadwick, Jr., August 
10, 1968; Marilee Hylant to C. Robert 
Gittere, June 29, 1968; Katherine De- 
Chantal Kennedy to Albert Gregory Zalo- 
cha, August 3,1968.
BIRTHS: Rosary Ashelford Sliwa, a daugh­
ter, Susan Mary, December 23, 1966; 
Irene Boniello Conti, a daughter, Eliza­
beth, March 7, 1968; Donna Bova Lasker, 
a daughter, Beth Ann, June 19, 1968; 
Kathleen Byron Heffern, a daughter, 
Mary Katherine (Molly), September 19, 
1968; M. Patricia Carroll Hettrick, a son, 
Stephen Thomas, August 25, 1968; Juliann 
Cleary Peters, a son, Brian, August 1968; 
Carol Dresser Petronack, a son, Michael 
Stephen, July 20, 1967; Kathleen Eron 
Scott, a daughter, Carolyn Cathleen, May 
4, 1967; Kathleen Krajewski Genco, a 
daughter, Courtney, April 13, 1968; Mary 
Littlefield Lynch, a son, John Thomas, Jr., 
September 3, 1968; Carol Maggioli Pitz, a 
son, Andrew William, May 18,1968; Kath- 
leen Metz Whistler, a son, Lawrence V., 
IV, July 20, 1968; Dorothea Nicosia Cos­
grove, a son, Edward Joseph, September 
10, 1968; Julia Stiller Kretzer, a son, An­
drew, June 18, 1967; Sandra Wilkosz 
Sobierajski, a daughter, Dawn Marie, Jan­
uary 4, 1967; Maryellen Zang Hoffman, a 
daughter, Suzanne Marie, March 14, 
1968.
NEWS: It's extremely hard to believe, but 
our class will be celebrating its fifth anni­
versary this Spring. Let's plan now to at­
tend, and make Homecoming a wonder­
ful weekend.
We're proud of Janis Andruschat, 
serving with the Peace Corps in Africa. 
Jan is living under very primitive condi­
tions, and is enjoying her work as a volun­
teer. Ga/7 Hoppough Goodwin writes that 
she and her husband have moved to 
Rochester into a new home. Charlie is 
now a Sales Instructor in the Friden Edu­
cational Center.
Edith Feuerstein Schrot and her hus­
band, J. Rudolph, received doctorate de­
grees from St. Bonaventure University.
They are the first husband-wife combina­
tion to receive doctorates simultaneously, 
and certainly deserve much praise and 
credit for their hard work.
Two of our classmates made the 
newspaper as participants in Experiment 
in International Living. Katherine Ken­
nedy Zalocha was the Buffalo representa­
tive, and was instrumental in having In­
dian visitors stay in American homes.
Kathy's home was open to a visitor, as 23
was the home of Bob and Kathy Byron 
Heffern. I'm sure their guests were de­
lighted to be in each of these homes.
Irene Boniello Conti's husband, Jo­
seph, has been appointed Assistant Public 
Defender for Niagara County.
Being your reporter, I have been very 
lax in reporting on my life. I have been 
very busy, as we recently moved into our 
home in Depew. We are thrilled, as are 
the children; Robert Henry Jr., 3 years,
Kevin Christopher, 21 months, and Sandra 
Lynn, 8 months.
See you at Homecoming!
MOVED: Joan Ervolina Ess, (Mrs. Robert),
294 Evane Drive, Depew, N.Y. 14043;
Cail Hoppough Goodwin, (Mrs. Charles),
49 Calver Court, Henrietta, N.Y. 14467;
Kathleen Kenndey Zalocha, (Mrs. Albert),
220 Maims Ave., Syracuse, N.Y. 13207;
Mary Littlefield Lynch, (Mrs. John), Cen­
tral Avenue, Silver Creek, N.Y.




ENGAGEMENTS: Linda DeStefano to John 
Maddaus; Patricia Lace to Douglas Cas­
sell; Penelope Stiffler to David H. Jeffrey.
MARRIAGES: Anne Aragoni to John 
Boyle, July 20, 1968; Valarie Crapsi to 
Bart J. Nigro, September 14, 1968; Ilona 
Codry to William F. Franck, July 6, 1968; 
Kathleen McCarthy to Timothy O'Mara, 
October 19, 1968; Marilyn Rubino to 
Laurance James Ochs, August 10, 1968; 
Linda Young to Douglas D.' Busz, Feb­
ruary 10,1968.
BIRTHS: Kathleen Berryman Thomas, a 
daughter, Rebecca Susan, December 11, 
1967; Mayra Chambers McKinney, a son, 
Paul Marshall, August 15, 1968; Grace 
Colaneri Ford, a daughter, Maria Elizabeth, 
June 28, 1968; Ann Fornasiero Lawson, 
a son, Kevin, March 12, 1968; Eileen 
Hothow Belliotti, a daughter, Felicia Ann, 
February 9, 1968; Carolyn Lace Cirando, 
a daughter, Lisa Marie, July 6, 1968; Kath­
leen Matuszewski Wieczkowski, a son, 
Neil Girard, August 15, 1968; Deanne
Meranto Calandrelli, a son, Richard Jo­
seph, July 31, 1968; Judy Meyers Wiltber- 
ger, a son, Mark Thomas, June 21, 1968; 
Margaret Mary Wolf Baetzhold, a son, 
James, January 3,1968.
NEWS: This past summer has been a busy, 
active season for the class of '65. For 
proof, all one has to do is read the list of 
engagements, marriages, and births. Never 
before have I received such tremendous 
response to a request for news. I wish to 
thank all of you who took time to answer 
the questionnaire, and especially those 
who went out of their way to write let­
ters to me. I hope to incorporate all of the 
newsworthy items in the next few issues of 
Response. I hope all of you will find it 
pleasant and informative, and that it will 
act as a stimulus to those few who have 
not as yet contacted me.
Penny Stiffler spent several weeks 
weeks traveling in Britain, meeting her 
fiance's (David Jeffrey) family. Penny will 
have an article published this fall in the 
“Film Library Quarterly," a publication 
for which she has occasionally served as 
associate editor.
Barbara Hackford spent part of the 
summer traveling in Western Europe. Her 
biggest thrill was meeting her English pen 
pal, with whom she had corresponded 
for thirteen years.
Vicky Kastner found many exciting 
things happening in Greece and Turkey. 
She spent a three-week vacation during 
June in these two countries.
Sister Mara Walton attended the Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania this summer on a 
National Science Foundation grant used 
to further her studies in botany. This year 
she returns to teaching at St. Aloysius 
Academy in New Lexington, Ohio. Judy 
Pappalardo has been appointed the chair­
man of the Modern Foreign Language De­
partment at the Nottingham Convent of 
the Sacred Heart.
June Fuhrmann was in France for 
several weeks working as an interpreter 
for a student tour. She was also able to 
vfsit with some of her relatives on the 
French-Swiss border — an experience that 
she won't soon forget.
California was my destination this 
summer. I was awarded an NDEA Insti­
tute at San Francisco State. After seven 
weeks in San Francisco, I traveled to 
Southern California, and spent most of 
August traveling there. I was joined in 
my travels by Pat Stabler, who had been 
studying geology in Seattle. When I left 
for Buffalo, Pat left for Houston to spend 
a year studying on a National Science 
Foundation grant.
It seems that I just missed seeing 
Anne Wolf in San Francisco. She had 
traveled cross-country to visit her cousin 
Huberta Wolf, who works in that city. 
Just to keep things from being dull, when
Anne returned, she took a course at Buf­
falo State, and moved into a new apart­
ment on Richmond Avenue.
MOVED: Grace Colaneri Ford, (Mrs. 
Glynn), 4 Nan Way, Yardsville, New Jer­
sey 08620; Valerie Crapsl Nigro, (Mrs. 
Bart J.), 23 Garnet Dr., Amherst, N.Y. 
14226; Ann Fornaslero Lawson, (Mrs. 
James), 108 Easton Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 
14215; Suzanne Glaser Powers, (Mrs. Wil­
liam), 73 Hanzen Court, Wayne, N.J. 
07470; Ilona Godry Franck, (Mrs. William 
F.), 1108 Hilliard Avenue, Louisville, Ken­
tucky 40204; Marilyn Mesmer Leffers, 
(Mrs. John), 512 Gooney Bird Street, K. I. 
Sawyer Air Force Base, Michigan 49843; 
Judy Meyers Wiltberger, (Mrs. Leonard), 
50 Sugar Maple Drive, Rochester, N.Y. 
14615; Pat Stabler, 4463 North Maegregor 
—  263, Houston, Texas, 77004; Anne 
Wolf, 207 Richmond Avenue, Buffalo 
N.Y. 14222; Peggy Wolf Baetzhold, (Mrs. 
Richard), 249 Euclid Avenue, Kenmore, 
N.Y. 14217; Linda Young Busz, (Mrs. 
Douglas D.), 412 Walker Street, Sturgis, 
Michigan 49091.
66 Reporter:Jean Gilmartin Seelig 
5718 No. Keystone Ave. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
MARRIAGES: Annmarie Bernadowicz to 
Richard T. George, April 27 1968; Vir­
ginia Burke to Michael McConnell, August 
2, 1968; Pamela Dalbert to Thomas Mal­
thaner, June 24,1968; Joyce Masi to Rich­
ard Odien, April 20, 1968; Carol Miller to 
Louis Musante, 1967.
SYMPATHY: Donna Kelly Hughes, Father, 
Donald Kelly.
NEWS: Annmarie Bernadowicz George has 
been doing graduate work at Fredonia, 
and her husband, Dick, works as a lawyer 
with Chase, Bifulco, Mangan and George. 
Pamela Dalberth Malthaner writes that she 
is keeping house and caring for their son, 
after completing her Masters in Art Edu­
cation at New Paltz State. Tom is working 
for his C.P.A. with Lybrand, Ross Brothers 
and Montgomery.
Maureen Craig Gregson's husband, 
Pete, is a sales representative for Niagara 
Mohawk Power Corporation, while Mau­
reen busies herself with their two sons, 
alumnae events, and the honor society, 
Delta Epsilon Sigma.
Ginny Burke McConnell received her 
M.A. in history from Niagara University. 
Now, Mike is in. his senior year at Albany 
Medical School, and Ginny is an instruc­
tor of history at St.. Rose. Sue Cole Fort­
ner's husband, Bill, is working with Dow 
Chemical in Midland, Michigan. Rosemary 
Tackbary DiFillipo is on tour with her hus­
band, who is stationed in Spain.
Janet Kapela, at last word, was work­
ing on her M.S. at Windsor College of
Canada and Sue Hertzel is taking a second 
degree, a B.F.A., from Rosary Hill before 
entering graduate school.
MOVED: Virginia Burke McConnell, (Mrs. 
Michael), 297 Myrtle Ave., Albany, N.Y. 
12202; Mary Kay Cantwell Kruczynski, 
(Mrs. Wilham), 9 Shepard Lane, Chapel 
Hill North Carolina, 27514; Pam Dalberth 
Malthaner, (Mrs. Thomas), 557 Rutgers 
Lane, Poiseppany, N.J. 07054; Joyce Masi 
Odien, (Mrs. Richard), 65 Argyle Place, 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14228; Rosemary Tackbary 
DiFilippo, (Mrs. Samuel), AF 11637004, 
1989 Comm Square, APO 09283 N.Y.; 
Mary Valenti, 8553 Glenn Dale Rd., Apt 
#202, Greenbelt, Md. 20770.
67 Reporter:Diane Thurston 
122 Crystal Ave. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14220
ENGAGEMENTS: Jeanne Enright to Joseph 
Militello; Sandra Gurowicz to Jorge 
Velasco.
WEDDINGS: Jane Barone to Paul Hib- 
schweiler, August 3, 1968; Patricia Boro- 
winski to Robert Dwyer, August 3, 1968; 
Mary Fran Bourque to Steven White, 
August 31, 1968; Maryann Campbell to 
David Schall, June, 1968; JoAnn Cerullo to 
James Michael Kelleher, July 13, 1968; 
Lucille Holmes to James Phillips, June 22, 
1968; Maryann Leary to Robert Kull, July 
13, 1968; Gay Naradowski to Joseph Wie- 
chec, June 1968; Mary Reardon to Law­
rence Gustina, July 1968; Gail Smith to 
David Wilson, May 25,1968.
BIRTHS: Mary Hoch Duross, a daughter, 
Mary Elizabeth, May 1968; Anne Leary 
Daley, a son, Dyvan, March 31,1968.
NEWS: Last summer, Mary Alice Regan at­
tended a Theatre Program at the City Uni­
versity of London, England, with the 
“World Crossroads of Learning" Group. 
She visited Paris, Scotland and Ireland. 
Mary Alice is now teaching Grade Four in 
Hamburg, N.Y.
Classmate Marcia Pasternack is work­
ing for her master's in Library Science at 
the School of Information and Library 
studies at U.B. She is working part-time at 
the University Archives as a collections 
processor.
After traveling extensively through 
California and Hawaii, Mimi Burke began 
her drive home to Buffalo. She had spent 
a year teaching in San Francisco. Mimi is 
now teaching mathematics to seventh and 
eighth graders in the Buffalo school sys­
tem. Diane Becker, Pat O'Toole, Terry 
Scheeler and Gerry Schmidli have returned 
to Los Angeles for another year of teach­
ing, social work and California living!
Maryann Leary Kull is teaching French 
in Media, Pa. Her husband, Bob, is in his
junior year of Dental School at Temple 
University.
Last summer Peggy Mount began her 
master's study at Rutgers University. She 
and Sandy Kreuter are still rooming to­
gether while teaching in the West Seneca 
school system. A third roommate, jane 
Barone has recently moved on to bigger 
and better things. She is now Mrs. Paul 
Hibschweiler.
Maryann Campbell Schall and her 
husband, David, are undergoing training 
in the Virgin Islands preparing for their 
Peace Corps assignment in Nigeria.
I wish to thank those who have sent 
me class news. Please contact me, if you 
have any information you would like 
printed. Thank you.
MOVED: Jane Barone Hibschweiler, (Mrs. 
Paul), 1338 George Urban Blvd., Cheekto- 
waga, N.Y.; Pat Borowlnskl Dwyer, (Mrs. 
Robert), 83 College Complex Circle, Build­
ing 47-Apartment #2, Rochester, N.Y.; 
Joanne Cerullo Kelleher, (Mrs. Michael), 
2986 Jamestown Ct., Mishawaka, Ind. 
46544; Lucille Holmes Phillips, (Mrs. 
James A.), 51 Easton, Buffalo, N.Y.; Mary­
ann Leary Kull, (Mrs. Robert), 19 B Lincoln 
St., Media, Pa.; Gay Naradowski Wiechec, 
(Mrs. Joseph), 804 Hyde Park Blvd., Ni­
agara Falls, N.Y.
have gone on to teach, Kathy Maddigan is 
now "flying"! Of course, she is flying in­
side her United Airlines plane as a stew­
ardess but she's flying! Eileen Head has 
moved to Hempstead, L.I., to begin train­
ing in the Sears management program.
Boston has been invaded by the class 
of 1968! Barbara Gunn, Kathy Poland, El­
len Englehardt, Bea Bruss, Mary Kelleher 
and JoAnne Murray have all migrated 
there.
The girls should invest collectively and 
buy an apartment building! Speaking of 
moving, following their marriage Judy 
Miskuf and Ed will be stationed in Alaska.
Graduate school has claimed many 
from among our ranks. Mary DelPrince is 
studying history at Carnegie Tech while 
Jo Jo Seggio is studying at U.B.'s law 
school. (Here comes da judge!) Shirley 
Lord is also at U.B. in the sociology de­
partment.
MOVED: Nancy Harblson Pukstas, (Mrs. 
Daniel), 808¡4 Highland Avenue, Lafayette, 
Indiana.
68 Reporter:Patricia Donovan 
406 Mari I la St. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14220
ENGAGEMENTS: Mary Judith Pfeiffer to 
Oakly Philipps; Judith Miskuf to Edward 
Cassasa.
WEDDINGS: Nancy Harbison to Daniel 
Pukstas, August, 1968; Karen Sullivan to 
Peter Van Rosbeck, June 8,1968.
BIRTHS: Shelly Kent McKendry, a daugh­
ter, Jessica, October 1968.
NEWS: The continent, England and Ire­
land were flooded with the newly gradu­
ated 1968'ers. Kathleen Sams and Peggy 
Wren travelled through Ireland. Peggy's 
relatives were visited and a wonderful trip 
was enjoyed by both girls.
The continent provided ample space 
for Kathy Patton and Bonnie McMartin to 
use some of their adventuring spirit.
Paula Barton combined work and 
pleasure as she travelled to England. Paula 
attended Wroxton in England this sum­
mer. She has begun her Masters in Eng­
lish Literature and, hopefully, when she 
returns next summer she will take her 
comprehensives. Presently, Paula is choos­
ing a thesis topic. How can she do that 
again? Wasn't one enough?
The work scene has seen many of us 
appear. Though a goodly number of us
IN MEMORIAM
A 1961 graduate of Rosary Hill Col­
lege, Sister Mary Dennis, the former 
Miss Jean Flood, died October 13, 
1968 in Buffalo General Hospital.
Sister held a B.S. degree from 
Rosary Hill and earned a master's de­
gree in general administration and hu­
man relations from Ohio University.
A native of Buffalo, Sister has 
taught in Buffalo, South Carolina, and 
in Ohio, she became principal of St. 
Aloysius Cadet School in New 
Lexington.
COMMUNICATING CHANGE 
(Cont'd from p. 3)
of change, but change for the better­
ment of you, the student here and 
now, and in the meaningful life you 
w ill live after you leave Rosary Hill.
Three main segments of person­
nel give meaning to the existence at 
Rosary Hill. They are the students, 
co-learners; the faculty, co-learners; 
the members of the administration, 
co-learners. No longer are we satis­
fied to put down perpendicular or 
parallel lines when drawing up or­
ganizational charts. We try to use 
means that do not violate ethical 
procedure for growth of each seg­
ment but permit dialogue and discus­
sion in both formal and informal 
situations —  a meeting of minds of all 
three segments. Each group moves 
with greater alacrity when catalyzed 
by members of the other group. 
Catalization need not be supported 
by anger, placards, or marches. It will 
be truthfully effective only under 
calm, cool, rational dialogue. And  
none of us needs to be the great 
proselytizer of the age. Remember 
there w ill always be some who do not 
agree with us. Before we speak we 
should, in our own minds, be con­
vinced of the truth of which we at­
tempt to speak.
Perhaps the problem of freedom, 
and I do not mean only academic 
freedom, will be the keystone to the 
future. May I qualify freedom here 
negatively. It does not mean license 
to do as one pleases without con­
sideration of consequences. I use it in 
the sense that human freedom means 
the right to one's views according to 
his conscience (and I assume that 
each of us is trying to develop a cor­
rect one); the right to experiment; 
the obligation to be responsible for 
one's acts.
Up to the present, freedom has 
generally been conditioned by fear. 
Freedom does not imply a lack of 
value system. (cont'd)
On the contrary one must adhere 
strictly to moral values in order to 
dialogue meaningfully. The old adage 
continues to be true, "one cannot 
do business with another unless the 
word symbols used have the same 
meaning for each party."
Richard Westley, Assistant Pro­
fessor of Philosophy at Loyola Uni­
versity, Chicago, in speaking of 
Freedom says, " If obedience can lead 
to passivity which permits and even 
promotes atrocities, then perhaps it is 
obedience and not freedom which is 
the source of the greater danger in 
the world." Therefore, each segment 
of our community needs to "think" 
and articulate itself to the others. 
Each needs to be wary of passivity so 
that he can relate in the best possible 
way to the world, to his fellowmen 
and to Cod. Each has the task to be 
responsible for himself.
To you, the students I say, "Be 
interested in every facet of college 
life. Be interested enough to want to 
be part of it. Be positive, and so di­
rect your energies as to build for the 
future. In your life here at Rosary Hill 
the academic comes first. Be certain 
that you succeed here.
Besides the academic, it would 
give you great educational experience 
if each of you were to give service 
either to the community at large or to 
the college community. Make this a 
single in-depth interest so that you 
can contribute meaningfully.
To the faculty, I say, "You have 
done well. Your Senators are eager to 
move to help you as a group in your 
relations with the students and the 
administration. Your Curriculum Re­
search Committee is ready to go to 
great lengths to study curriculum pat­
terns for your consideration."
To you, my confreres in admin­
istration, I am grateful for the vision 
you have had in moving to accept 
better ways of organization and in 
minimizing the corporate stamp that 
seems to be the seal of some colleges. 
To both the faculty of instruction and
the faculty of administration, I give 
the advice of Carl R. Rogers, who says:
“The world is changing at an 
exponential rate. If our society is 
to meet the challenge of the diz­
zying changes in science, tech­
nology, comm unications, and 
social relationships, we cannot 
rest on the answers provided by 
the past, but must put our trust 
in the processes by which new 
problems are met. For so quickly 
does change overtake us that an­
swers, knowledge, methods, skills, 
become obsolete almost at the 
moment of their achievement.
We must learn to live with these 
new forces."
/ should like to announce that 
this year the Human Dimension 
series is to be sponsored by the col­
lege. We are fortunate to have this 
series on campus. We bring these 
lecturers here, not that we believe in 
everything they tell us, but for our 
enlightenment; they will touch but a 
few items in the vast gamut of God 
given forces that are having an impact 
on us as human beings.
I should like to paraphrase the 
words of Harold Taylor, once Presi­
dent of Sarah Lawrence College:
"I return to you, the stu­
dent, for the most part of the 
younger generation, who have 
within you the seeds of the fu­
ture, along with your own. You 
belong to a generation which has 
already begun to free itself from 
the grip of those authorities who 
would condition its tastes, inhibit 
its politics, tranquilize its mind, 
and hold back the enormous 
energy latent within its intention 




(Cont'd. from p. 4)
out can be visualized as a symbol of 
the life energy we receive from the 
Universal Source and the life energy 
which we return through sacrificial 
living for others instead of for our­
selves. In the moments between, we 
are at rest. The rhythm of our breath 
can become the rhythm of our life —
taking, giving — taking, giving; it is 
the Bodhisattva Ideal.
The practice of meditation can 
start one on the path of Enlighten­
ment, and the discovery of the Di­
vine — the God-like — within one­
self. It can break down the barriers 
between the little drop and the in­
flowing, ineffable Sea. It can create a 
total c o m m u n i o n  — a universal 
communication.
A HUMAN DIMENSIONS INSTITUTE 
(Cont'd. from p. 5)
College. Purpose of the Human Di­
mensions Institute will be to investi­
gate the untapped potentials of the 
human being in relation to the total 
environment.
Public lectures and seminars will 
continue to be presented; study 
groups and workshops already are 
oversubscribed for this fall with more 
being arranged for spring. The scien­
tific research program under the di­
rectorship of Sister M. Justa Smith, 
chairman of the Chemistry and Biol­
ogy Concentrations, will continue.
During the past two seasons, a 
cumulative total of over 5,000 people 
have taken part in the various pro­
grams. They come from a wide area 
of New York State and Canada. Cur­
rent groups are studying the teach­
ings of Teilhard de Chardin; practic­
ing self-realization techniques; un­
dertaking dream analysis. An ecu­
menical meditation group has been 
formed.
Sister Justa was invited to pre­
sent a paper, recounting her signifi­
cant investigation of the effect of the 
“ laying-on-of hands" upon enzyme 
activity, during the international con­
vention of the Parapsychological As­
sociation at the University of Frei­
burg, Germany. (The experiment was 
described in the Spring issue of 
Response.) She now is investigating 
other environmental effects upon 
enzyme activity.
TIMELESS ART FORM 
COMMUNICATES BOLDLY 
(Cont'd. from p. 11)
scrapes away various layers of the 
sand and lime to reveal the desired 
color for each section of the figures. 
The black outlines reveal the basic 
layer of sand and lime, all the other 
colors are intermediate layers directly 
below the surface layer. Thus, the 
images are murals in the true sense: 
they are architectonic, i.e., a part of 
the structure of the building, not 
paintings added to the surface of an 
already existing wall.
Sgrafitto art is executed in the 
United States by Jozef Slawinski and 
his colleague, Michael Baranowski. 
From Poland, they have been in the 
United States since 1963. Professor 
Slawinski's 30 years' work in Poland 
includes historical restorations in ca­
thedrals and palaces, in this country, 
his work may be found at Rosary Hill 
College, the President Kennedy Me­
morial Chapel at Stella Niagara, St. 
Francis High School in Athol Springs, 
and other schools and churches in 
upper New York State.
At Rosary Hill, his sgrafitto panel 
symbolizing artistic creativity is over 
the door to the new East wing of 
Duns Scotus Hall, and another, of 
St. Francis, is in the front entrance of 
Duns Scotus Hall. This fall, Professor 
Slawinski was present at a reception 
in the Rosary Hill exhibition area 
opening an exhibit of his recent work 
which included not only sgrafitto, but 
paintings, metalwork, stained glass 
and mural designs. Through all these 
art mediums, Professor Slawinski com­
municates dramatically his impres­
sions of the spiritual and philoso­
phical, the human personality, and 
the symbolism and beauty of life.
IMPACT! MASS COMMUNICATION 
(Cont'd. from p. 15)
With all the vast information 
provided to the public by mass com-
mun¡cations, "we feel that the gov­
ernment is growing away from us," 
Mr. Salinger said. "We feel we have 
no control over our own destinies." 
Although there is a "lack of relevance 
between political institutions and the 
desires of the people," he reiterated 
President Kennedy's belief that one 
person can make a difference. "If the 
Democratic party remains in 1972 as 
it is now, I would lead the fight for a 
new party more responsive to the 




In the broader sense of eco­
nomic communication, an increasing 
number of methods are being em­
ployed to disseminate the good news, 
financially speaking, to those on 
both the inside and outside. Semi­
nars, in-service training, institutes are 
all part of the big push to communi­
cate company methods and policies 
to employees. IBM and AT&T hold 
regular programs for their personnel 
in cities where they have plants, 
bringing the employees to whatever 
city it happens to be. The American 
Institute of Bankers has an orga­
nized study program for banking 
employees. The AIB has its own in­
structors and text books for courses 
in economics with orientation to­
ward banking practice. GM and Ford 
have training schools in new methods 
of the automotive industry.
Conventions are an increasingly 
popular area of communication, as 
are trade journals, which are becom­
ing more specialized to different lev­
els of business and economics per­
sonnel. There are scholarly and 
theory-oriented journals for research 
people, and journals for executives 
and management which emphasize
practical and material solutions to 
problems.
Because of the rising interest of 
stockholders in their corporations, 
communication between the two 
groups has become a specialized field 
in itself. Such elaborate reports are 
published and mailed to stockholders 
that prizes are offered for the most 
artistic and informative ones. Stock­
holders' meetings, which used to be 
held in the home office of the cor­
poration, are now held in cities all 
over the nation to give the stock­
holders opportunity to attend. In­
stead of simply signing and mailing 
their proxies to a company official as 
used to be the case with most stock­
holders, more and more of them are 
attending meetings and voting.
Communication in the field of 
business has even penetrated the 
grass roots level, to the family unit. 
Many plants set aside a family day for 
families of employees to visit the 
plant and see what their spouses and 
parents do at work.
What does it all add up to? Bet­
ter communication means better 
education, better participation, and a 
better economic level for all.
EDUCATORS REFLECT ON CHANGE 
(Cont'd. from p.19)
to graduate. Only half of that num­
ber are preparing to teach; the others 
are in the Bachelor of Fine Arts pro­
gram and expect to go on to graduate 
school in the area of their specializa­
tion." Mr. Masterson maintained that 
amidst the growth of the English de­
partment, the philosophy of the de­
partment has remained constant in its 
traditional orientation.
Both of these educators have 
witnessed change, withstood the 
change of twenty years and anticipate 
the challenge of tomorrow's changes.
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